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the purpose of sony cd architect 5.0 is to present the design
and engineering of the cd to the consumer, from creation to

mastering. it works by opening audio and video files and
converting them to a cd-compatible format. it then permits you
to design the cd and create a jewel case that looks just like the
real thing. the final step is to burn the cd and share it with your

friends and family. sony cd architect 5.0 also features a
complete disc creation tool with over 20 different effects, the

ability to import regions and tracks from other audio programs
and burn cds on-the-fly. there is also the ability to read audio

from almost any format, and the ability to manage your audio,
video and text files on your computer. sony dvd architect pro

enables you to create professional dvds that can contain
menus, picture, music and video compilations, as well as other

media files. within the disc you can also add playlists, dvd
scripts and even introductory media. produce professional
dvds to red book specification with dvd architect software.

perform full pq code editing, trim events from full-length media
and add as new tracks, import regions from sound forge

software as tracks, read and write dvd text, master audio by
applying over 20 real-time dirextx effects to events and the
master output, and perform disc-at-once dvd burning. the

purpose of sony cd architect 5.0 is to present the design and
engineering of the dvd to the consumer, from creation to
mastering. it works by opening audio and video files and
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converting them to a dvd-compatible format. it then permits
you to design the dvd and create a jewel case that looks just

like the real thing. the final step is to burn the dvd and share it
with your friends and family. sony cd architect 5.0 also

features a complete disc creation tool with over 20 different
effects, the ability to import regions and tracks from other
audio programs and burn dvds on-the-fly. there is also the

ability to read audio from almost any format, and the ability to
manage your audio, video and text files on your computer.
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